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ABSTRACT
The use of robotic surgical systems disrupts existing team dynamics
inside operating rooms and constitutes a major challenge for the
development of crucial non-technical skills such as situation aware-
ness (SA). Techniques for assessing SA mostly rely on subjective
assessments and questionnaires; few leverage multimodal measures
combining physiological, behavioural, and subjective indicators.
We propose a conceptual model relating SA with mental workload,
stress and communication, supported by measurable behaviours
and physiological signals. To validate this model, we collect sub-
jective, behavioural, and physiological data from surgical teams
performing radical prostatectomy using robotic surgical systems.
Statistical analyses will be performed to establish relationships be-
tween SA, subjective assessment of stress and mental workload,
communication processes, and the surgeons’ physiological signals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many laparoscopic surgical procedures are increasingly performed
with a robotic surgical system. From the robotic console, the sur-
geon controls the movement of the surgical tools with high preci-
sion and accuracy (Figure 1). Robotic-assisted surgery (RAS) has
many advantages for both patients and surgeons. However, new
challenges are created by the use of this device such as the need
to reorganize the operating room layout and the location of the
surgical team around the patient. These changes create a new team
dynamic inside the operating room. For instance, communication
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amongst team members is altered, relying mostly on verbalization
due to the physical barrier imposed by the robotic system.

The development of non-technical skills (NTS) is necessary for
surgery to run smoothly, as technical skills alone are not sufficient
to guarantee patient safety and positive outcomes. In surgery, a lack
of communication and other NTS has been linked to a higher risk of
surgical complications [29, 43]. Non-technical skills are composed
of cognitive skills, social skills and operator’s personal resources
[2]. Cognitive skills includes decision making and situation aware-
ness (SA). Social skills encompass communication, teamwork, and
leadership. Personal resources refer to factors such as fatigue and
stress [2]. According to Pradarelli et al., SA is considered as the
most important of non-technical skills since other NTS are depen-
dent on its development [29]. However, in dynamic and complex
environments, such as in surgery, where large amounts of informa-
tion is available and needed to perform the task, developing and
maintaining SA is a particularly complex task [14].

Figure 1: Da Vinci robotic surgical system. ©Ars Electronica

In this paper, we introduce a framework for understanding and
eventually assessing SA in RAS contexts. We model SA and its
relationship with measurable physical and cognitive parameters,
such as communication, heart rate, skin conductance, etc., and
describe our ongoing work to validate this model in the wild.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Definition of Situation Awareness
Endsley defines SA in a general context as “The perception of the
elements in the environment within a volume of time and space,
the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their
status in the near future" [10](p.36). This breaks down SA into three
distinct levels: (1) perception of the environment; (2) understanding
the meaning of the perceived elements; (3) and projection of the
future status of the environment’s elements. The development of the
third level requires that the operator has first reached SA levels one
and two. In surgery, a similar three-layer with definition of SA has
been proposed: “developing and maintaining a dynamic awareness
of the situation in the operating room, based on assembling data
from the environment (patient, team, time, displays, equipment),
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understanding what they mean, and thinking ahead about what
may happen next" [42].

Smith and Hancock [37] describe SA as an “adaptive, externally
directed consciousness directly related to stress, mental workload,
and other energetic constructs that are facets of consciousness”
(p.138). Therefore, the influence of other cognitive factors have to
be considered for assessing SA. Further, Salas et al. [33] introduce
the concept of team situation awareness. This concept was defined
as the aggregation of all individual SA and shared mental models
at one point in time, by means of team processes [5]. SA should
thus be considered both at the individual and team levels.

2.2 Assessment of situation awareness
Several techniques have been developed to assess SA [1]. One such
technique, called « Freeze-probe technique » requires the operator
to pause during a task to answer questions about the situation.
Endsley’s SAGAT survey [7] is the most commonly used instru-
ment for this and has been applied in the medical area [14]. The
“Real-time probe technique” is similar except that the questions are
administered during the action without pausing. SA can also be
assessed using self-rating techniques. The most commonly used
instrument is Selcon et al.’s SART [35].

Less intrusive techniques for assessing SA include observations
by experts [1]. Some surgical non-technical skills observation scales
focus on assessing an individual operator (e.g. NOTSS [42], ICARS
[31]), while others assess each team member and then derive an ag-
gregated score of the team’ skills from individual assessments (e.g.
OTAS [16], SPLINTS [26]). Performance measures can also be used
to assess SA:different assessment methods are described by Endsley
in [9]. Some researchers have attempted to assess SA using psy-
chophysiological and behavioural indicators such as eye-tracking
measures [39], EEG measurements [12] or cardiac activity [25].
Koester [21] has proposed SA is a more complex cognitive process
functioning at a higher level with other underlying factors, such as
stress or mental workload. Thus, an alternative technique for SA
assessment would be to measure some of the factors underlying
the development of SA using psychophysiological measures.

2.3 Factors influencing SA
SA could be affected by stress and mental workload [37] as well as
including fatigue, work overload, false ground mindset and poor
communication [27]. Stress, mental workload and communication
are thus measurable factors that we consider to assess SA in RAS.

2.3.1 Mental workload and situation awareness. Kahneman [19]
describes mental workload (MW) as the balance between mental
demands imposed by a task and attentional resources allocated to
it. The theoretical link between MW and SA has been discussed
for several decades. Endsley [8] posits that SA and MW are two
independent concepts, while others [17, 23] suggest that the two
concepts are interdependent, especially when MW is high. Various
researchers have tested the relationships that may exist between
these two notions [1, 13, 18, 41], and a meta-analysis [40] concluded
that the MW-SA relationship varies depending on the context.

2.3.2 Stress, mental workload and situation awareness. Lazarus [22]
defines stress as the feeling experienced by an individual when their

task’s demands exceed the personal resources they are able to mo-
bilize. Stress may be internal (fatigue, worry, etc.) or external (noise,
time pressure, etc.). Stress first has an influence on MW. Authors
show that increased stress reduces working memory resources,
thus increasing MW [20], and that operators are sensitive to dis-
tractors when stress and MW are low [41]. Studies show that some
physiological indicators are related to both processes, including
electrodermal activity (EDA), heart rate (HR), and heart rate vari-
ability (HRV), and those vary in the same way with increasing
stress and MW.

Authors studying the relationship between stress and SA have
observed that high levels of stress can cause a loss of SA. Stressors
decrease team performance and awareness of the team’s needs
[41]. Stress can also reduce an operator’s field of attention and thus
degrade perceived information, leading to premature decision mak-
ing [30] Importantly, stressed operators would still believe having
good SA, while their mental model of the situation diverges from
reality, increasing operational risks. Few studies have examined the
relationship between stress and SA in surgery.

2.3.3 Communication and situation awareness. Information ex-
change between surgical team members is mostly based on com-
munication. Ineffective communication (e.g. delays) can degrade
the team SA, leading to reduced performance, increased errors,
and adverse events [38]. Communication is a major process for the
building and maintaining team SA and for effective teamwork [28].

Randell et al. [32] theorized that more explicit verbal commu-
nication occurs in RAS. They described behavioural indicators of
communication quality and observed that some could be related to
individual SA and team SA. (a) The number of equipment-related
questions and oral confirmations, could be related to team SA; (b)
low SA may be associated with repetitions, a lack of verbalization
of actions, or the emergence of off-topic discussion; (c) high SA
was associated with numerous verbalizations of actions, and with
team proximity to the operating table; (d) who raises alert when
complications occur is also an indicator of SA: if the surgeon alerts
of issues, it would indicate low team SA; for other team members,
high team SA. Finally, high team SA is related to team coordination
patterns, e.g. anticipating the actions of other team members.

3 MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
Taking into account the literature presented above, we have devel-
oped a model with the aim of explaining the relationship between
the concepts of mental workload, stress, and communication with
situation awareness (Figure 2). Stress and MW influence each other,
presumably varying in a similar way. Stress influences SA, but not
the other way around [30, 41], potentially because operators tend
to be unaware of their SA loss [11, 30]. MW influences SA, and this
influence may vary depending on the context [40]. Additionally,
MW and stress have an influence on team communication quality.
Finally, communication influences SA [27].

The main objective of this research is to propose a multimodal
method for the assessment of SA in RAS based on the proposed
model. This leads us to formulate the following hypotheses which
we intend to validate in a study in real surgery environments.
H1 Individual situation awareness can be influenced by the men-

tal workload level on one side, and stress on the other side.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of our SA model.

H2 Individual and team situation awareness are influenced by
the quality of communication.

In the following section, we present an ongoing study aimed at
validating these hypotheses.

4 METHOD
4.1 Participants
Participants in this study were members of the surgical team, at a
major teaching hospital, performing radical prostatectomy surgery
using a Da Vinci Xi Robotic Surgical System. We have recorded
two radical prostatectomy operations and are expecting to record
at least another four procedures.

4.2 Materials
Three questionnaires were used to gather subjective feedback from
the surgeons: situation awareness, mental workload and stress. An
Empatica E4 sensor was selected to collect surgeons’ physiological
data due to its simplicity in implementation. In addition, two fixed
cameras were positioned in the operating room (OR) to record
operators’ behaviours, including communication, and movement
within the OR. One camera is positioned to record a view of the
assistant and circulating nurse at the operation table, and a second
camera to have a view on the other parts of the operation room. Two
microphones were used: one placed near the surgeon and the other
close to the operating table .The surgical view was also recorded.
During pre-determined safe moments in the operation, the surgeon
pauses the operation to complete the three questionnaires on stress,
MWand SA. Physiological and video recordingswere uninterrupted
throughout the procedure.

4.2.1 Self-rating questionnaires. The three questionnaires adminis-
tered in this study were the STAI-6, RTLX and SART, which respec-
tively measure stress, MW and SA experienced by operators during
the execution of a task. These questionnaires are administered at
different points in the surgical procedure to allow a posteriori com-
parison of these constructs. The STAI-6 [24] is an effective scale
for evaluating the stress felt by surgeons when performing surgical
tasks [1]. The NASA-TLX is a scale that is sensitive to variations
in MW in laparoscopic surgery [44]; here, we used RTLX [4], a
short version of the NASA-TLX. We removed some sub-scales less
relevant to our context [15], such as the “physical demand” sub-
scale since the RAS console reduces necessary physical resources
to perform the task. Finally, the SART [35] measures an operator’s
subjective SA. This instrument assesses the operator’s SA based

on queries that do not need to be adapted to the content of the
scenario [34].

4.2.2 Physiological measures. Variation of HR, HRV and EDA are
influenced by emotions, stress, MW or environmental stimuli [6].
We use those signals as indicators of stress and MW throughout
the procedure, collecting them with the wrist-worn Empatica E4
sensor. This watch allows time markers to be recorded. At the
beginning and end of each major procedure step, the surgeon briefly
presses the Empatica E4 button to record a timestamp, allowing
for easy segmentation of the physiological data. HR is collected at
a frequency of 1Hz and EDA at a frequency of 4Hz. The surgeon
will only be able to wear this device at the console controlling the
robotic assisted device, because of the hygiene standards in place
in the operating theatre.

4.2.3 Communication and team processes. These team processes
are assessed through behavioural analysis, done offline from a
video analysis of the surgical situation. The presence, absence and
quantity of the indicators described by Randell et al. [32], which
allow the evaluation SA quality through communication and team
processes, are used to give an indication of operators’ SA.

4.3 Procedure
The experimenter prepares the rating scales to be administered
during the operation, the cameras, microphones, and the E4 sensor
and then explains to the surgical team that they will be interrupted
at several safe moments during the operation. During the breaks,
the surgeon completes the three self-rating questionnaire on stress,
MW and SA. Finally, once the surgical procedure is completed, the
experimenter stops the audio-visual and Empatica recordings.

5 DATA ANALYSIS
In order to realize an analysis of SA in RAS using different types
of parameters, a coding scheme was built on the model of a multi-
modal matrix presented in the study by Echeverria et al. [6]. This
document includes parameters describing the surgical activity and
various raw physiological values (Figure 3). The first part of the
table contains timestamps and the value corresponding to the sur-
gical step being performed. The second part contains the surgical
activity coding (cf. 5.3). The third part contains the raw physio-
logical values. Since this document contains only data that can be
measured per second, measurements corresponding to time seg-
ments (questionnaire scores, higher-level physiological features)
are not included. During this video and physiological data coding,
we also searched for points of interest that could attest to variations
in the operators’ situation awareness during the operation.

5.1 Subjective questionnaires
The questionnaires were administered at each major procedure step
and therefore their scores are computed for each surgical step. These
scores will be analysed jointly with the corresponding physiological
data. This will make it possible to study the correlations between the
different parameters derived from the analysis of the physiological
data, and the subjective levels of MW, stress and SA following the
completion of a given surgical step.
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Figure 3: Document built based on the model of a multimodal matrix (Incomplete view of the matrix)

5.2 Physiological data
In order to analyse the physiological data (Figure 4), all data streams
were synchronized at 1Hz, applying a filter to data with a higher
frequency. Using the Ledalab EDA analysis software, we performed
an artifact analysis of the EDA data and a CDA (continuous decom-
position analysis) to obtain a file listing the appearance of each skin
conductance response (SCR) as well as their amplitude. A peak in
the EDA was defined by a minimum increase of 0.03µS as suggested
in the literature [3]. Following the collection of these parameters,
and for each steps of the procedure, we derive the following param-
eters: number of significant SCRs, sum of the amplitude of SCRs.
The skin conductance level (SCL) was also calculated for each step
of the procedure. According to Braithwaite et al. [3], SCL values
constantly change within an individual. Consequently, the SCL
baseline must be regularly updated to analyse local SCL changes.
For this reason, we use the first and last minute of each procedure
step to evaluate local changes in the SCL.

Concerning HR and HRV analysis, inter-beat interval data was
first cleaned by means of artifact correction using the Kubios HRV
software. Time-domain and frequency-domain analysis were per-
formed to obtain the following parameters for each procedure step
and for points of interest identified during the video analysis: Mean
RR, SDNN, Mean HR, Min and Max HR, RMSSD, NN50, and pNN50
(time-domain); VLF, LF, HF and LF/HF ratio (freq-domain). For the
HRV analysis, we analyse the fiveminutes before the administration
of each questionnaire as suggested by the literature [36].

Figure 4: Raw physiological data with markers.

5.3 Communication and team processes
A behavioural analysis of communication and team processes is
being carried out using videos of the surgical situation. A transcript
listing all the communication events between the operators was
obtained for each surgery. In a first part, the document specifies
which operators are talking and listening. Then, it includes indica-
tors relating to verbal and non-verbal communication. In our study,
the indicators collected are those mentioned by Randell et al. [32]
as being indicators of the operator and team’s levels of situation
awareness. Non-verbal communication refers to times when speech
is present or absent. This indicator consists of coding the moments
when operators communicate or do not communicate.

The analysis of the communication will then consist of coding
the presence or absence of these indicators throughout the proce-
dure. An absence will be coded "0" and a presence "1". Actions of the
operators are coded with specific keywords according to the actions
carried out. As in Koester [21], the communication is categorized
into three types: actual, relevant and general communication.Actual
communication refers to necessary interactions in a given situation;
Relevant communication refers to an interaction that is not impor-
tant in a given situation, but relevant to the safe conduct of the
operation; General communication refers to interaction which are
neither important nor relevant to the safe conduct of the operation.
The column "communication type" was thus coding using a value
1, 2 or 3 for actual, relevant and general communication.

5.4 Multimodal analysis
After pre-processing the multimodal data, the next step is an intra-
and inter-step analysis. This analysis will consist in calculating the
number of occurrences of each communication indicator and the
averages of the physiological parameters, for each step in the sur-
gical procedure. Physiological measures, STAI-6, RTLX scores and
communication indicators will be compared with SA scores (SART)
to assess the influence of stress, MW and communication on SA.
Observation of correlations could validate our model and demon-
strate that the operator’s SA can be predicted from communication,
physiological signals, stress and MW measurements.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented an exploratory study with the goal of measuring the
cognitive state of situation awareness from multimodal data. For
this purpose, the aim of this study is to collect preliminary data
in order to validate our model, with the hypothesis that operators’
situational awareness can be derived from the study of variations
in mental workload, stress, and communication within the team.

This study firstly attests to the difficulty of implementing a
method for assessing situation awareness in the wild using parame-
ters from multimodal data sources such as physiological, subjective,
and behavioural indicators. Indeed, most of the studies evaluating
this cognitive state in this area were conducted by observation
and/or interview. The objective of this study is thus to try to ob-
tain more objective indicators that can be measured directly. One
interest would be to be able to offer operators feedback on their
activity and performance and to warn them before the occurrence
of potential risk situations, by identifying a drop in individual or
collective situation awareness’s through the aggregation and in
real-time analysis of physiological and behavioural data.
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